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QUESTION 1

In a work item comment, what is happening when "@" followed by a user ID (for example, "@clara") is added? 

A. The addressee receives a notification that she was mentioned in the comment. 

B. The work item is automatically assigned to the addressee. 

C. A review is created, and the addressee is added as a reviewer. 

D. The comment is only visible to the addressee that is mentioned. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

What are configurable items for the process template? 

A. timelines, iterations, roles, and operational behaviors 

B. plugins, cheat sheets, and dependencies 

C. Java source code, source comments, and event handlers 

D. categories, releases, and access control 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two statements are true about the Team Artifacts view in the Eclipse client? (Choose two.) 

A. The view provides centralized access to team-related information and the artifacts that the viewer\\'s team is working
on. 

B. The view can be configured to only show artifacts associated with teams that the viewer is interested in. 

C. The view provides quick information about the project status and can be customized using widgets. 

D. The view tracks the repository workspaces that are in the viewer\\'s current sandbox, and manages the viewer\\'s
change sets. 

E. The view displays the number of work items by tag attribute for a given query. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4

A user discovers they have outgoing pending changes they did not make. What is the most likely explanation? 
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A. Someone else delivered changes to the user\\'s repository workspace. 

B. Someone reverted changes that the user had already accepted in their repository workspace. 

C. The team lead changed the baseline of a component on the integration stream to which the user\\'s repository
workspace delivers its changesto. 

D. A new component was added to the integration stream that the user\\'s repository workspace delivers its changes to. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

When using the Scrum process template for a project, which two work item types would one expect to see on a Product
Backlog? (Choose two.) 

A. task 

B. milestones 

C. defect 

D. epic 

Correct Answer: CD 
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